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RentWorks Version 4.1.K4  
Release Letter 

RentWorks requires Progress Version 11.7 
 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES: 

 
 None in this release 

 
 
Enhancements/Improvements: 
 
Just program errors listed below, corrected. 
 
Descriptions of tickets addressed, in order of impact: 
 
Program Ticket      Brief Description 

 
Level 1 
 

None 

 
Level 2 
 

RWMobile RW360-906 Unable to scan a driver license RW Mobile 
 

 

  

Level 3 
 

Counter RW360-1019 When you CANCEL from the printer selection screen, the job 
will no longer print 

Counter RW360-1055 Manager override and privilege to modify closed contracts not 
functioning correctly. Changes not saved. 

Counter RW360-1064 Editing a reservation that is a closed contract and FINISHING 
generates a "disableVehicleFields was not found" message 

Counter RW360-1073 When a non-privileged user invokes the manager override 
button to access CLOSED contracts, the manager override 
MUST finish the contract.  The override button will be 
removed during the manager override session in this situation. 
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Counter RW360-1074  Manager override does not leave you on the correct screen 

Counter RW360-24 Manager override doesn't reapply field security when 
terminated 

Counter RW360-999 Rates with included charges are not calculating correct with 
odd tax amounts. Rounding issue 

Mobile RW360-1031 Check internet connection message - vehicle problem 
exists, mobile does not handle it. And Lock Expired message 
when vehicle needs servicing.  

OTA API RW360-493 Issue with 2 payment types being sent on a reservation. 
OTA API RW360-919 OTA API does not create multiple payment of different type 

correctly. 
OTA API RW360-972 Modify the OTA API to accept TOKENS from a CC processor 

(CenPOS in particular) 
RezPro RW360-1048 Add ability to accept 0.00 for a no-show value in CF A1091 

 
All tickets addressed. 
 

Area JIRA # Brief Description 
 

CCPRO RW360-1077 Add additional card type handling in WorldPay UK integration 
Counter RW360-1003 Printing using Telerik Controls 
Counter RW360-1019 When you CANCEL from the printer selection screen, the job 

still prints anyway 
Counter RW360-1055 Manager override and privilege to modify closed contracts not 

functioning correctly. Changes not saved. 
Counter RW360-1064 Editing a reservation that is a closed contract and FINISHING 

generates a "disableVehicleFields was not found" message 
Counter RW360-1073 When a non-privileged user invokes the manager override 

button to access CLOSED contracts, the manager override 
MUST finish the contract.  The override button will be 
removed during the manager override session in this situation. 

Counter RW360-1074  Manager override does not leave you on the correct screen 
Counter RW360-24 Manager override doesn't reapply field security when 

terminated 
Counter RW360-999 Rates with included charges are not calculating correct with 

odd tax amounts. Rounding issue 
Mobile RW360-1031 Check internet connection message - vehicle problem exists, 

mobile does not handle it. And Lock Expired message when 
vehicle needs servicing.  

OTA API RW360-493 Issue with 2 payment types being sent on a reservation. 

OTA API RW360-919 OTA API does not create multiple payment of different type 
correctly. 

OTA API RW360-972 Modify the OTA API to accept TOKENS from a CC processor 
(CenPOS in particular) 

Reports RW360-1078 Rollover report showing out of balance when split invoicing is 
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done 
RezPro RW360-1048 Add ability to accept 0.00 for a no-show value in CF A1091 

RWMobile RW360-888 RW Mobile Renter API returning "illegal character in numeric 
input" 

RWMobile RW360-906 Unable to scan a driver license RW Mobile 
Utilities RW360-1081 Update to sequence utility 

   
      

   

   

   

   

   
   

   

   

   

   
   
   
   

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

 
 


